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Abstract
Wepresent a hydrodynamicmodel for a thin spherical shell of active nematic liquid crystal with an
arbitrary configuration of defects. The active flows generated by defects in the director lead to the
formation of stable vortices, analogous to those seen in confined systems inflat geometries, which
generate effective dynamics for four+1/2 defects that reproduces the tetrahedral to planar oscillations
observed in experiments. As the activity is increased and two counterrotating vortices dominate the
flow, the defects are drawnmore tightly into pairs, rotating about antipodal points.We extend this
situation to also describe the dynamics of other configurations of defects. For example, two+1 defects
are found to attract or repel according to the local geometric character of the director field around
themand the extensile or contractile nature of thematerial, while additional pairs of opposite charge
defects can give rise toflow states containingmore than two vortices. Finally, we describe the generic
relationship between defects in the orientation and singular points of theflow, and suggest
implications for the three-dimensional nature of theflow and deformation in the shape of the shell.

1. Introduction

Active liquid crystals [1–3] (ALCs) have proved successful as a paradigm for living systems on themicroscale,
providing insight into processes like cellmotility [4–6] and division[7–9], development of cell shapes [10, 11],
and growth of cell colonies [12]. Certain fundamentalmotifs have been developed such as the instability of
uniformly aligned states, the emergence of spontaneousflows, the creation and self-propulsion of topological
defects and the shear-thinning character of extensile gels.More recently anothermotif has emerged around
confinement of ALCs, where the prominent feature is the emergence of stableflowvortices. For instance,
confinement gives rise to a stable single vortex state in dense bacterial suspensions [13, 14], active nematic
suspensions [15, 16] and cellmonolayers [17, 18]. Circulatory flows are also characteristic of cytoplasmic
streaming [6, 16, 19, 20]. As the system size is increased such vortices become unstable [21] and turbulent flows
develop, a prevalent feature in bulk activefluids [22–24]. In active systemswith high frictional dissipation stable
vortices can also arise in the absence of spatial confinement [25–27]. Recent experiments byKeber et al on
microtubule-based extensile active nematics [28] are realisations of a different type of confined geometry, in
which theALC adheres to the surface of a vesicle. The primary behaviour reported is of fourmotile+1/2 defects
in the orientation that undergo regular oscillations between tetrahedral and planar configurations.Here, we
develop a hydrodynamicmodel for a spherical shell of ALC, with arbitrary defect configuration, and find
topologically stabilised vortices as a prominent feature of the flow,which reproduces the defectmotion from
experiments.

Defects in the director are unavoidable on the sphere because of its topology [29]. In theminimal situation
there are four, all of strength+1/2. Such defects are known to self-propel in ALCs [30], whichmotivates a
minimal description of theirmotion as a point particle dynamics, and such amodel was shown to reproduce the
main experimental observations [28].We extend this to a hydrodynamicmodel in the confined geometry of a
thin spherical shell and show that the dynamics is characterised by the formation of two counterrotating
vortices, one in each hemisphere, paralleling the vortex formation seen in other types of confinement
[13, 16, 31]. Theseflows reproduce the tetrahedral to planar oscillations of the four+1/2 defects that are found
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in experiments and in point-particlemodels of the dynamics. The oscillations of four half-defects are found to be
stable against additional half-defect pairs created randomly in larger shells. If the defects are instead induced at
specific positions, it is possible to generatemore complex,metastable flow vortex configurations. The
oscillations appear above afinite threshold of the activity, belowwhich the defects form static configurations of
distorted tetrahedra. Linear stability analysis captures themode of deformation and the threshold for defect
motion. As the activity is increased the two large vortices dominate the flow and the pair of+1/2 defects within
each are pulled closer together in an effective attraction of like-charge defects. The thin film geometry also leads
to new scalings for the defect speed and for the frequency of oscillations.

The dynamics of polar configurationswith only integer strength defects is similar andwefind hydrodynamic
attraction of pairs of aster-like+1 defects in extensile active nematic shells, but repulsion for vortex-like defects.
The speed of defects in the polar case is shown to have different scaling than for nematic shells, in particular the
type ofmotion does not depend on the radius in the former case whereas it does in the latter.

Just as there are defects in the directorfield there are also vortices and stagnation points in theflowfield, with
a total winding of+2 according to the Poincaré–Hopf theorem [29]. There is a one-way relationship that assigns
to a defect in the director aflow singularity whosewinding number depends only on the defect’s topological
strength.However, in general theseflow singularities are not sufficient to satisfy the Poincaré–Hopf theorem
and additional vortices also arise in between the director defects. Except in situations of high symmetry their
location cannot be simply predicted from the defect positions.

2.Model

Weconsider an active nematic in a thin spherical shell of thickness h0 and inner radiusR, with h R 10 e=  .
With tangential alignment of the nematic, as we exclusively consider, there are necessarily defects in the director
field, which dominate the elasticity and the active stresses, generating thresholdless active flows [32].When the
elastic relaxation of the director field is rapid compared to the time scale of the activeflowdynamics, we can
represent the director by a quasi-static equilibrium configuration determined by the positions of the defects. In
this regime, the three-dimensional flow u uu ,r= ^( ) in the shell is driven by gradients in the active stresses and
can be found as the solution of the generalised Stokes and continuity equations, up 0asm- + D +  =·
and u 0 =· , where p is the pressure andμ the viscosity. The active stress PPa

0
1

3
s s= - -( ) is extensile

throughout this paper, 00s > , in order to relatewithmicrotubule-based active nematics [22, 28], althoughwe
comment on the contractile case at the end. If the polarisation P is specified one can solve for the activeflow
generated by it in a thin film approach [33–37], described in appendix A.We take the polarisation to be
tangential throughout the shell thickness, P e ecos siny y= +q f( ) ˆ ( ) ˆ , and construct an explicit form for

,y q f( ) from the positions of the defects. It is convenient to do this using stereographic projection from the
complex plane, z R, cot 2 eiq f q= f( ) ( ) . In the plane a nematic director n cos , sina a= ( )with ndef defects
with topological strengthsmj and positions z x yij j j= + is given by [38]

z zIm ln , 1
j
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j
m

0
1

j

def

åa a= + -
=

( ( ) ) ( )

where the phase 0,0a pÎ [ ) parametrises whether the local geometry of the director around a defect ismore
splay-like ormore bend-like. Stereographic projection of this directorfield onto the sphere yields a polarisation
field in the spherical shell via

, , . 2y q f f a q f= -( ) ( ) ( )

Parametrised in this way, P is an exactminimiser of the elastic energy of a nematic on a sphere in the one-elastic-
constant approximation [39].Moreover, it consists only of those defects fromwhichα is constructed explicitly,
provided m 2j jå = .

Applying the thin film approximation (see appendix A) yields the tangential component of the flow,
u u u,= q f^ ( ), which in dimensionless variables has the form
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The radial profile is f r rr

2

2

= -(˜) ˜˜ , where r 0, 1Î˜ [ ] is the radial positionwithin the shell in units of h0. This
solution corresponds to a no-slip inner surface and a vanishing tangential stress on the outer surface, which in
principlemay deform. Shape changes of the outer surface, given by h ,q f( ), are coupled to the radialflow
component through the kinematic boundary condition h u r ht r¶ = =( ) [35]. From incompressibility it follows

that uu r hr = = - ^ ^( ) · ¯ , where R1 ~^ is the surface divergence and u u r h Ud
R

h
0 0ò= ~^ ^¯ . So, a small
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deviation hd away from the spherical shape evolves according to

uh t U , 4t 0d e¶ = - ~^ ^( ( )) · ¯ ( )

which is small compared to the tangential flows.We therefore adopt the simplifying assumption that the outer
interface remains spherical and does not couple to the defectmotion. Locally, changes in the shell thicknessmay
be expected to be similar to the deformations of a thin active drop on a surface, as considered by Joanny and
Ramaswamy [36].

Figure 1 gives an example of the director for four+1/2 defects in a planar configuration and the
corresponding activeflow given by equation (3), which is seen to consist of two large counterrotating vortices
and twopairs of smaller vortices and stagnation points. This emergence of stable vortices is the germane feature
of the activeflows on spherical shells.

The director dynamics is dominated by themotion of defects, when the orientational dynamics is rapid [28].
In our approach the director is instantaneously given by the parametrisation (1) as the defect positions change.
The defects are advected by the flow they create andwe describe theirmotion in a point-particle description
[30, 40, 41]. Each defectmoves due to the tangential component of the activeflows, given by equation (3), and
due to a net force Fk withwhich all other defects act upon it according to standard nematic elasticity [38]. This
force, as given in equation (35)–(37) in appendix B, provides elastic attraction or repulsion of defects depending
on their topological strength, with an effective friction coefficient ξ and elastic constantK [28, 42]. The
overdamped dynamical system for the defect positions r tk ( ) is

r
v F

t

t
t t k n

d

d

1
, 1, .., . 5k

k k def
x

= + =
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

The resultant dynamics is similar to [28], except that herewe obtain the advective flow vk from a self-consistent
hydrodynamics in the spherical shell and generalise to an arbitrary collection of defects.Within the thinfilm
approximation theflowdiverges inmagnitude at the defects, therefore we introduce a short-length cut-off and
obtain the velocity of a defect located at ,k kq f( ) as an average of the flowover a small circle skg ( ) centred at the
defect

v ut s t s
1

2
, d . 6k

kp
=

g
^∮( ) ( ) ( )

For the defectmotion the flow is evaluated at the outer surface, where f r 1 1 2= = -(˜ ) . The circle
s s s scos , sin sin , 0, 2k k k kg q r f r q p= + + Î( ) ( ( ) ( ) ( )) [ ], has the opening angle ρ, which is the dimension-

less cut-off length. Since this is where the continuum, thin film description breaks down, it can be associated
with either thefilm thickness or the defect core radius rc through

R
h r

1
max , . 7c0r = { } ( )

The core size could bemeasured for a particular experimental system, for instance as the size of the region
around a defect which is devoid of active nematogens, andmay depend on other systemparameters.

Figure 1. (a)Orientationfield P with four+1/2 defects in a paired planar configuration. (b)Resulting tangential flow ũ̂ from
equation (3), showing the typical two-vortex structure. The flowmagnitude is colour-coded and cut off in the vicinity of the defects.
Here, and in all subsequent figures, only the outer surface of the shell, r 1=˜ , is displayed for clarity.
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With the time scale of elastic relaxation R K2t x= wedefine t t t=˜ and equation (5) takes the form

t R
v

R
F , 8k

k k, ,
q t t

x
¶
¶

= +q q˜
( )

v F . 9
t R k R k

1

sin , ,
k

k
= +f

q
t

f
t
x f

¶

¶ ( ) ( )˜

This choice of time scale sets the scale of the elastic terms to K K R 12t x= =˜ . This identifies the scaling of
v Rkt∣ ∣ as the defining parameter for the defect dynamics, which represents the ratio of active to elastic effects

and depends on the topological strength of the defect through vk∣ ∣. Equations (8) and (9) are integrated
numerically for different defect configurations using a standardRunge–Kuttamethod.

3. Results

3.1. Activeflow at the defects
In addition to the singularities in the director, the vortices infigure 1(b) contain singularities in the flowfield,
aboutwhich theflow circulates. Suchflow singularities are topologically required [29] and can be generated at
the locations of defects in the director. A general relationship between defects and flow singularities follows from
evaluating (3) on the small circle skg ( ) and expanding in powers of ρ, the angular distance to the kth defect (see
appendix A).Wemake use of the stereographic projection towrite

u u u
m

i e e e 1 , 10k m s m w zi 2 1 i2 1 i2k k k k r
r

= + = +q f
f- - -˜( ) ˜ ˜ ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )

where w z m m z zIm lnk k j k j k j0a p= + + å -¹( ) ( ( )). The dominant contribution to the flow ũ̂ near the kth
defect diverges as 1 r~ and has thewinding number

m2 1. 11k = - ( )

Unit strength defects produce a vortex ( 1 = ) in theflow.When there are two such defects, at antipodal
positions, they generate two counterrotating vortices with no otherflow singularities. In fact, this is the only
situation inwhich defect-centred vortices are the only ones present, since only for two unit strength defects the
requirement m2 2 1k k= å -( ) is satisfied.On the other hand, simple stagnation points ( 1 = - ) cannot be
created at defect locations. For half-integer defects relation (11)was shown in [30, 41] and theflow around a
single spiral defect in active polar gels was studied in [43].

In a typical situation the flow singularities at defects are not sufficient to generate a total winding of+2. This
ismost evident for four half-defects, as seen infigure 1(b)where allflow vortices form in between the defects,
because for m 1 2k = theflow is non-winding ( 0 = ). Instead, it is directed along the defect’s symmetry axis,

u
1

2
e , 12w z1 2 i 2k k

r
= f+ -˜ ( )( ( ))

which is obtained as the leading order termof equation (10) evaluated for a+1/2 defect. For these defects, we
approximate the advectiveflow v in (6) by this well-definedflowdirection and themagnitude

v
U h

r
v , 13

c

0 0
2

0
0

r
s
m

~ =∣ ∣ ≕ ( )

whereU h R0 0
2

0s m= is the typical active flowmagnitude in the thin film approach (see equation (27) in
appendix A) andwe replaced r Rcr = assuming r hc 0> . Here, the symbol ≕ indicates that this expression
defines the characteristic velocity v0. If r hc 0< , then the speed becomes v h0 0 0s m= . In any case, the speed of a
+1/2 defect does not depend on the shell radiusR, because it generates its own advection locally, where the
defining length scales are the shell thickness h0 and, if applicable, the core size rc. In equations (8) and (9) the
scaling of the dimensionless advective term for a+1/2 defect is

v
R

h R

K r
. 14

c

0
2

0t x s
m

n~∣ ∣ ≕ ( )

The next term in the expansion (10), which is 1( ), is non-winding only formk=1 (see equation (32) in
appendix A). Therefore, unit strength defects are advectedwith aflow∼U0, and the relevant dimensionless
parameter becomes

v
R

h

K
. 150

2
0 1t x s

m
n~∣ ∣ ≕ ( )( )

This predicts a different scaling of the defect dynamics in thin polar shells compared to nematic shells. In the
former only integer strength defects are present and, notably, the type ofmotion does not depend on the radius.
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For all other defect types active advection scales atmost as U0r~ , whichmakes it negligible compared to the
activemotion of+1/2 defects. In particular, 1 2- defects can be approximatedwith v 0= in a collection of

1 2 defects.

3.2. Four+1/2 defects
In theminimal case of four+1/2 defects, the dynamics is determined by the parameter ν, defined in (14).We
increase ν through the activity 0s , keeping all other parameters constant, in particular the radius, in order tofix
the time scale τ. The phase 0a also affects how the defectsmove. In the ranges 0, 4p( ) and 4, 2p p( ) the
dynamics is similar andwe choose 2 0.20a p= - for the examples in the plots. Themarginal cases are
discussed at the end of this section.

For intermediate activity the positions of the four defects periodically pass through tetrahedral and planar
configurations, as shown infigures 2(a)–(c), which is the dynamics found in experiments [28]. Themotion is
characterised by the formation of two counterrotating flowvortices that separate the defects into two pairs, in
which they rotate around each other. This effect becomesmore pronounced as the activity is increased, as shown
infigures 2(d)–(f). The separation of defects within each pair decreases significantly with ν. There is also a
gradual change in the shape of the trajectories, from square-like tomore ellipsoid, such that the tetrahedral
configurations are no longer approached and the defects oscillate between twodifferent planar arrangements. As
the defects in each pair are drawn closer with increasing activity the dynamics approach the situation for two
antipodal spirals in the director. In the limit, theflow consists of only one perfectly symmetric flow vortex pair.
This behaviour is summarised infigure 3, where themean and theminimal angular distances are plotted against
ν, the latter reflecting the decreasing separation between defects in each pair.

The total speed of the+1/2 defects, which also includesmotion due to elasticity, is dominated by their active
speed v0 given by (13). The frequency of the defect oscillations is thus

f
v

R

h

r R
, 16

c

0 0
2

0s
m

~ = ( )

without accounting for the small changes in the orbit shapewith increasing ν. As a consequence of the radius-
independent defect speed the frequency does depend on the shell size, which provides another route to tuning
the defect oscillations.

The effective hydrodynamic attraction of defects into pairs ismediated by the active flow vortices that form
in between them,which in turn are controlled by the underlying director. In the tetrahedral configuration the
nematic is usually displayed as having a characteristic tennis ball texture [42, 44]. However, for generic values of

Figure 2.The dynamics of four+1/2 defects is characterised by the formation of counterrotatingflow vortices and defect pairs. (a)–
(c)Tetrahedral-planar oscillations in intermediate activity regime ( 0.8n = ); director (a) andflow (b) in tetrahedral configuration at
timemarkedwith arrow in (c). (c)Pairwise andmean angular distances between defects; tetrahedral and planar configurations
correspond to 109.5 and 120°, respectively. (d)–(f)At higher activity ( 8.0n = ) the size of the twomain vortices increases and the
defect pairs are tighter (see yellow line); director (d) andflow (e) in planar configuration at timemarkedwith arrow in (f); the
tetrahedron is no longer approached as seen frompairwise distances in (f). In (c) and (f) (i, j) denotes the distance between defects
marked as i( ) and j( ) infigure 3.
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0a this texture is tilted, see figure 2(a), such that each two half-defects resemble a separated spiral defect. This
enables them to approach each other in pairs.

The choices 0, 20a p= produce no tilt in the texture of the initial tetrahedron and the resulting dynamics
lack the contraction of defect trajectories in one of the directions, such that they continue passing through
tetrahedra for high activity. Finally, 40a p= does not have a dynamical regime and defects relax into
increasingly tight, but stationary pairs.

In experiments, active nematic vesicles display a variety of dynamical defect states as well as shape
deformations [28]. For intermediate vesicle sizes of about 20 μmthe active nematic layer is reported to form four
half-integer defects, whichmove on periodic trajectories similar to those predicted by ourmodel for
intermediate values of ν, such as the trajectories infigure 3(b). The time evolution of themean angular distance
infigures 3(c), (f) is also in good agreement with experimentallymeasured values. It would be interesting to see
how this dynamics changes when the vesicle radius is increased. Other structures which are observed instead of
four half-defects include an equatorial ring, which occurs in smaller vesicles, and a spindle-like structure that
forms frommicrotubules with higher rigidity. Both are reminiscent of a directorwith two+1 defects, whichwe
consider in section 3.4.

3.3. Linear stability of static configuration
The defects onlymove above a critical 0.7*n » (figure 3) andwe describe this transition in a linear stability
analysis. The system is initialisedwith the four defects at the vertices of a tetrahedronwith

, , ,i
0q b p b b p b= - -( )( ) and 0, 2, , 3 2i

0f p p p= ( )( ) , with arctan 2b = ( ). It is evident from
simulations that for activities below the threshold the defects settle into an increasingly distorted tetrahedron,
which can be described by the coordinates

, 171 3 1
0* *q q q dq= = - ( )( )

, 182 4 2
0* *q q q dq= = + ( )( )

, , 191 1
0

2 2
0* *f f df f f df= - = + ( )( ) ( )

, , 203 3
0

4 4
0* *f f df f f df= - = + ( )( ) ( )

with small deviations dq and df as shown infigure 4(a). Using this ansatz wefind analytical solutions for the two
deviations at linear order. The deformation of the tetrahedron is a superposition of twomodes—twisting around
and stretching along the z-axis, illustrated in the inset offigure 4(a).

In order to study the linear stability of the skewed tetrahedron that the four defects settle into for low activity
wewrite their dynamical equations as

Figure 3.Mean andminimal angular distances between four+1/2 defects plotted against ν, the ratio of active to elastic effects. The
rapid change in both at 0.7*n » marks the transition to the dynamical regime, inwhich defectsmove on periodic orbits. The shape of
these orbits changes smoothly with ν: (b) square-like trajectories for intermediate activity, corresponding to the tetrahedral-planar
oscillations, (c) ellipsoid orbits at higher activity, where defects in each pair havemoved closer. In (b) and (c), small dots represent the
initial tetrahedral configuration, big dots represent the defect positions at a time corresponding to plots infigure 2 and arrows indicate
the direction inwhich defects traverse the orbits.
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t
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d

d
, 21=

( ) ( ( )) ( )

where x t t t t t, , , , ,1 4 1 4
8q q f f= ¼ ¼ Î( ) ( ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )) is the vector of spherical defect coordinates and g x t( ( ))

are the concatenated right-hand sides of equations (38) and (39) in appendix B.We use the ansatz given by (17)–
(20) for thefixed point x* representing the skewed tetrahedron, with 0 , 1dq df<  . Linearised in dq and df,
the stationary condition g x 0,dq df =( ( )) has the solutions

,
2 cos 2 2

2 sin 2 3 2 cos 2 3
, 220

0

2 2
0 0

2
dq n a
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+
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which are plotted infigure 4(a) togetherwith the deviationsmeasured in the simulations.
At a critical activity the skewed tetrahedron becomes linearly unstable. A perturbation xd away from

x , ,1 4* * *q f= ¼( ) evolves according to
x

g x
t

d

d
, 24x*

d
d= ∣ · ( )

and the spectrumof the dynamicalmatrix g x* ∣ characterises the linear stability of x*. The spectrum is plotted
infigure 4(b), calculated numerically frommeasured deviations and from the approximate solutions (22) and
(23), respectively. The simulation data suggests that one eigenvalue changes sign at *n , while all others stay non-
positive, indicating that the skewed tetrahedron is stable below *n . The three vanishing eigenvalues correspond
to rigid body rotations. Calculating the eigensystemusing the analytical solutions for the deviations above the
threshold allows to identify themode that becomes unstable, albeit with an overestimated critical activity. The
eigenvalue 7l becomes positive at 1.0n » , whichmarks the linear instability of the skewed tetrahedron towards
a deformation that strongly increases the twist and slightly reverses the stretching. This can be seen from the
corresponding eigenvector, which is of the form a a a a b b b b, , , , , , ,- - - -( )with b a 0> , and this is
exactly the dynamics found in simulations at the beginning of the periodic orbits (see figures 3(b) and (c)).

3.4. Two+1 defects
ALCs can develop unit strength defects in their orientation [43, 45] and the confinement to a spherical shell
provides a setupwhere two such defects could be topologically stabilised.We study the advection of two+1
defects in the limit of very strong activity, setting K 0=˜ and using the active time scaleT R h2

0
2

0m s= . The
value of 0a that is required to generate a particular director geometry at the defects depends on their position.
This ambiguity can be removed by setting z zarg0 1 2 0a a= - - +( ) ˜ , where the additional constant is found by
imposing an aster-geometry for 00a =˜ for both defects irrespective of their position.Now, 0, 20a pÎ˜ [ ]
produces increasingly tilted spirals, up to two pure vortex defects for 20a p=˜ .

When the two+1 defects are antipodal there is no advection and the flow again consists of two
counterrotating vortices, which coincides with four half-defects in the limit of high activity. If the angular
distance of the two+1 defects is p< , wefind that they are either attracted to or repelled from each other by active
advection, depending on the local director geometry, as shown infigure 5(a). Two defects that are aster-like
(0 40 a p<˜ ) experience active hydrodynamic repulsion and relax into an antipodal configuration. Vortex-

Figure 4. (a)Deviations of defect positions from the tetrahedron in the small activity regime. Shown are deviations dq and df
measured in simulations (circles) and obtained from an analytical solution for the stationary configuration at linear order (lines). Inset:
the corresponding twist (red arrows) and stretching (blue arrows)modes of deformation of the initial tetrahedron. (b) Spectrumof

g evaluated at the ‘skewed tetrahedron’, using defect positions from the simulation (circles) and positions obtained from analytical
expressions for dq n( ) and df n( ) given in (22) and (23) (lines). The data suggests that at 0.7*n = the eigenvalue 7l (boxed) becomes
positive, which renders the ‘skewed tetrahedron’ linearly unstable. This is qualitatively confirmed by the theoretical prediction, albeit
with an overestimated critical activity.
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like defects ( 4 20 p a p< ˜ ) show the converse effect and are drawn towards each other. In this idealised
settingwithout elasticity, theywouldmerge into a+2 boojum,with a localflow structure of a+3 singularity
accompanied by a stagnation point at the antipodal point. Two perfect spiral defects ( 40a p=˜ ) keep a constant
distance, rotating around each other on a circular path.

During thismotion the defects are typically spiralling inward or outward, as shown infigure 5(b). Only in the
two limiting cases do the defectsmove along their connecting geodesic. Figure 5(c) shows the activeflowwith the
additional vortex in between the defects ( 5 160a p=˜ ), that draws the defects inward on a spiralling trajectory.
The defects’ trajectory rotates in a direction opposite to the rotation of their localflowvortices.

When elastic repulsion is included, with K 1=˜ , the defects relax into the antipodal configuration for all 0ã
for activities up to 121n »( ) . Above this threshold active attraction overbalances the elastic repulsion for large
enough 0ã , as shown infigure 5(d). Interestingly, in such cases the defects again collapse into a very tight pair
rather than equilibrating at some finite distance. In an experimental system,fluctuations in the tilt of a spiral
around the limiting value of 0ã might therefore lead to oscillations between the antipodal and the collapsed
configurations.

3.5.Many-defect states
When the activity 0s∣ ∣or the shell sizeR are increased additional 1 2 defect pairsmay be created on top of the
four+1/2 defects, as the system approaches the onset of active turbulence [24]. To study such situations we
increase the radius as R R0g= , with 1g > , keeping all other parameters fixed. This changes the elastic time
scale to 2

0t g t= and the activity-to-elasticity ratio to 0n gn= . The reference values correspond to parameters
in section 3. A for the regime of tetrahedral-planar oscillations with 10n = .

We consider a systemwith four defects in this oscillatory state and inject one 1 2 pair at a random
position. Figure 6(a) shows how the dynamics react to this perturbation. One of the+1/2 defects very quickly
annihilates with the 1 2- and the remaining four defects resume the oscillation, usually in a different pairing.
Similarly, when all defects are placed at randompositions the annihilation events happen rapidly, leaving the

Figure 5.Active advection leads to repulsion of two aster-like defects and attraction of two vortex-like defects on a sphere. (a)Distance
of the two+1 defects over time for different local director geometry, controlled by 0ã , which varies in steps of 16p . Here, themotion
of defects is due to active advection only, with K 0=˜ . (b)Perfect asters ( 00a =˜ ) or vortex defects ( 20a p=˜ )move along geodesics,
but in general the defectsmove on outward or inward spiralling trajectories. Twoperfect spirals ( 40a p=˜ )move along a circular
path, without changing their distance. (c)Two spiral-like defects ( 5 160a p=˜ ) are attracted to each other by theflow vortex that
forms in between them; their inward spiralling trajectories are shown in black. (d)When elasticity is included, attraction of+1 defects
is found only for 1n ( ) above a threshold and for large enough tilt 0ã .

Figure 6. (a) Four+1/2 defects show regular oscillations before and shortly after the insertion of an additional 1 2 defect pair, as
seen from tiq ( ) for i 1, , 6= ¼ with 2g = . Inset 1: close-up on the rapid annihilation of the additional pair. Inset 2: defects resume
similar trajectories after thefluctuation, butwith different pairing. (b)Orientation fieldwith eight defects, six+1/2 and two 1 2- ,
producing ametastable flow vortex arrangement. (c)Corresponding flow structurewith six equidistant vortices on the equator,+1/2
defect trajectoriesmarked in black. (d)Time to first annihilation event over γ, which is related to the shell radius through R R0g= ,
for the vortex configuration in (b), (c) and averaged over 500 random initial defect positions.
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minimal four-defect state in the oscillating regime. The same is found formore than one additional pair of half-
defects in the system. This indicates that the oscillatory state is stable, as long as additional defect pairs occur as
fluctuations and are not produced continually. In the simulation, defect annihilation is realised by removing the

1 2 defect pair from the director (1) if their distance falls below a pre-defined threshold.
On the other hand, by inducing additional 1 2 defects at specific locationsmore complex flow vortex

configurationsmay be constructed, inwhich elastic forces and activeflows are balanced. The simplestmany-
defect configuration that ismetastable has n 2pair = additional defect pairs, shown infigures 6(b), (c). The six
+1/2 defects are allocated to threeflow vortices arranged equidistantly around the equator, with another three
vortices rotating in the opposite direction in between them. The three-fold symmetry of this flowfield is guided
by theflow singularities at the 1 2- defects, which have 2 = - and are located at the poles. This configuration
is transient and reduces to the four-defect state due to coalescence of oppositely charged defects. Infigure 6(d)
the times to the first annihilation event for thismetastable configuration and for n 2pair = with random initial
defect positions are compared. For the vortex configuration this time increases considerably with γ. This opens
an interesting direction of tuning specificmany-defect states before the onset of active turbulence by exploiting
the topologically required singularities in bothflow and director. Themetastability of such configurations could
be aided by an advantageousmanipulation of the shell shape, for instance by trapping positive defects in regions
of higher curvature [46].

4.Discussion

Our results can be extended to contractile activefluids by changing the sign of the activity 0s . The reversed sign
of the flow exchanges the role of splay-like and bend-like distortions in the orientation. The direction ofmotion
of half-integer defects is reversed, but the tetrahedral-planar oscillations and the formation of vortices—with
opposite rotation sense—is unchanged. Similarly, the type of active interaction between+1 defects is reversed.
The thinfilm approach used here allows for a non-zero radialflow component, which in general is present in the
examples considered and enables the repulsion or attraction of defects due to activeflows. The radial component
is small, h R0~ ( ), compared to tangentialflows andwill result in a dynamic deviation from the spherical
shape that complements the defectmotion. Stationary shell shapes, e.g. for two asters, should locally resemble
profiles found forflat droplets of active nematics with defects [36, 37].We have taken a one elastic constant
approximation and isotropic viscosity for simplicity, but in systems of elongated filaments one can expect
anisotropy. In particular, long flexible nematogens aremuchmore compliant to bend distortions than to splay
[47]. If anisotropy is sufficiently large it could lead to qualitative changes of the dynamics, which is certainly an
extensionworth pursuing.

Our approach provides a closed form solution for the activefluid flow in an active nematic shell within the
thinfilm approximation, thus allowing to study the advection of defects with arbitrary topological strengths in
an efficient, particle-like dynamics. The simplified representation of the director and its time evolution enables
us tomake theoretical predictions for certain aspects of this dynamics, such as defect velocities, the onset of the
dynamical regime, and dependence on shell radius.However, to explore the full range of possible dynamics of
active nematic shells numerical solutions of nemato-hydrodynamic equationsmight be better suited, such as the
recent numerical study of half-defect dynamics for awider range of activities including the transition to an active
turbulent regime [48]. Other interesting directions, whichwould be relevant for a comparisonwith experiments,
include deviations from the spherical shape and variation of elastic constants.

Ourwork establishes the formation of vortices under confinement as a generic feature also for ALCs on
spherical surfaces. It would be interesting to extend to other topologies, for instance tori with additional
handles [49].
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AppendixA. Flow in a thin active nematic shell

In a thin spherical film of active nematics the generalised Stokes equation given in themain text can be expanded
in the small parameter h R0e = . Using the typicalmagnitudeU R T0 = of activeflows, with an active time
scaleT, the dimensionless velocity components are u u U u u U,0 0= =q q f f˜ ˜ , and u u Ur r 0e=˜ . The radial
coordinate becomes
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Therefore, in order for the activity to drive the tangentialflows the corresponding prefactor in (25) has to scale as
1( ), leading to the dimensionless prefactor
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and a similar relation for the pressure. Analogous to planar thinfilms [33, 36, 37], the leading order part of the r-
component of the Stokes equation yields a constant pressure.With the boundary conditions

u u0 and 0, 28r r r1 0s s s¶ = =f f= =˜ ∣ ˜ ∣ ( )˜ ˜ ˜

the solution (3) for the tangential flow components is obtained.
For afixed r̃ , for instance r 1=˜ used for the defect dynamics, the tangentialflow can bewritten in a complex

representationmaking use of the stereographic projection z R, cot 2 eiq f q= f( ) ( ) . In this way, the projection
point is the north pole and the plane crosses the sphere along the equator. The complex flow is given by
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This expression is well-defined through the stereographic projection of the tangential flowonto the plane, which
is given in the complex form as u u uix y= + and relates to ũ as

u u1 cos e , 30iq= - - f˜ ( ) ¯ ( )
where ū denotes the complex conjugate of u.We evaluate (29) on the projection of the small circle skg ( )
introduced in themain text, which has the form
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with s 0, 2pÎ [ ], provided the circle does not enclose one of the poles on the sphere. An expansion of (29) in
powers of ρ reads
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where the functions h1 and h2 only depend on the defect positions and other constants. Integrating this
expression over s yields a non-winding contribution at the order 1 r( ) for m 1 2k = and at the order 1( ) for
mk=1, as discussed in themain text.

Appendix B. Point-particle-like dynamics of defects

The free energy of a nematic on a sphere can be phrased in terms of the defects’ pairwise interaction energies and
their self-energies [39, 42, 44], which are constant in ourmodel,

E
K

m m
2

ln 1 cos const. 33
i j
i j
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The angular distance between defect i and j is given by

cos cos cos sin sin cos . 34ij i j i j i jb q q q q f f= + -( ) ( )

The force acting on defect k due to all other defects is [28, 38]
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¶f is analogous. The elastic terms in the dimensionless dynamical equations (8) and (9)
can bewritten as
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and a similar expression for thef-component.Making time dimensionless with τ leads to K K R 12t x= =˜ .
For example, for four+1/2 defects the full dynamical system reads
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¹( ) { ( )}and ν is defined in equation (14) in the
main text.

For all defect configurations the dynamical systems are integrated using the ordinary differential equation
solverode23s provided by the softwareMATLAB 2016a, with relative and absolute accuracies set to 10 6t- .
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